Abstract: Fraunhofer-CGH proves to be valid in Fresnel region for display and have the same performance as Fresnel-CGH. An analytical Fraunhofer method is proposed for holographic computation of 3D triangle-mesh-model. Experiment reveals high quality results.
Introduction
In recent years, three dimensional (3D) displays have aroused people's tremendous interest. Since digital technology made great progress during the past decades, computer-generated hologram (CGH) used for 3D display has a great prospect, which can flexibly generate wavefronts of real existent or nonexistent object [1, 2] . For convenient observation, different depths of objects are usually designed to locate in the Fresnel region [3] . Hence, Fresnel diffraction are the most commonly used method in CGH for 3D display. For example, it has been widely used in planar layers method [4] , 3D affine transformations method [5] , phase-added stereogram [6] , et al. On the other hand, Fraunhofer CGH (Fh-CGH) is usually considered could only be applied in the far-filed condition, which is like the optical Fraunhofer holography. And it is also thought that the reconstruction performance of Fh-CGH is just similar to Fourier CGH [3, 7] .
In this research, we prove that Fraunhofer diffraction formulism can be applied in the Fresnel region for CGH calculation, even the far-field condition is not satisfied. Numerical and experimental reconstructions reveal that the performance of Fh-CGH is the same as Fresnel CGH (Fr-CGH), such as the large depth of field. The use of Fh-CGH can reduce the computational complexity and supply a versatile probability to improve the calculation of Fourier transform (FT). Based this statement, we derive an analytical theory for describing the diffraction of 3D surface objects, which consists of spatial triangle-meshes. Analytical diffuser and modified Lambert brightness are developed to improve the viewing angle and avoid unexpected shading. GPU is employed for parallel computation to dramatically decrease the calculation time, which performs hundreds of times faster than CPUs. Numerical and optical reconstruction is carried out to demonstrate the algorithm. The results reveal high quality 3D effect.
Theory and experiment
Assume a planar object in the Fresnel region is parallel to the hologram. If we use Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction formulism to encode two CGHs, i.e. Fr-CGH and Fh-CGH, and then use Fresnel diffraction for both CGHs to describe the physical reconstruction process, the formulas tell us that there is only an additional phase factor in the complex amplitude in the imaging plane between Fr-CGH and Fh-CGH, which are  virt
However, for the purpose of display, people only concern intensity of the reconstructed virtual (real) image rather than the complex amplitude. Therefore, the reconstructed performances of these two CGHs are the same in 3D display. And we also find that the quadratic phase in Fraunhofer formula is the reason why Fh-CGH can reconstruct deep scenes, which makes itself different from Fourier CGH. Experiment is carried out to support the statement and results are indicated in Fig .1 For a slanted and non-axis planar object, we derive the diffraction distribution on the hologram plane through rotation transformation [1] , which is similar in form to the Fresnel diffraction for parallel plane case above. Based on the above discussions, we can discard the quadratic phase within Fresnel integral and change it to the form that is similar to Fraunhofer diffraction. Therefore, the most important thing turns to how to calculate the FT of the slanted plane.
As in the usual computer graphics approach, we treat the 3D surface object as a combination of triangle patches ( Fig. 2(a) ). The superposition of diffraction field of triangle apertures is equal to the diffraction field of the 3D surface object (Fig. 2(b) ). Applying affine transform operation, the FT of arbitrary triangles can be obtained through a fiducial triangle (Fig. 2(c) [1] . In order to smooth the Fourier spectrum, we proposed a triangle-tiling diffuser method. The fiducial triangle we used is tiled by small elemental right triangles, each of whom holds a different random phase. The Fourier spectrum of one elemental right triangle ("A" in Fig. 2(c) ) can be analytically deduced [1] , and then the Fourier spectrum of other elemental triangles (e.g. "B","C" in Fig. 2(c) ) can be easily acquired by using the symmetry and linear-shifting properties of FT. After superposition, it is equivalent that the Fourier transform of a diffused fiducial triangle is analytically achieved. Modified Lambert brightness is also developed to avoid some artificial shading. These techniques supply an effective way to analytically compute a diffused 3D object. Hence, the CGH can be encoded as Kinoform, which has a high diffraction efficiency applied in phase-only SLM. Furthermore, the analytical approach allows us to generate the hologram directly pixel by pixel without discrete numerical algorithm, which may arouse numerical errors while undersampling. Such pixel independent calculation in the hologram plane is also very suitable for parallel computation. We implement the analytical approach as a parallel algorithm running on a commodity GPU. NVIDIA GPU chipset-GeForce GTX 285, and CUDA compilea GPU programming environment are adopted. We find the GPU acceleration can run hundreds faster than CPU serial codes and CPU 8-cores parallel codes. While the number of triangle is about 100, it achieves a real time calculation rate. Therefore, we propose an inexpensive and high-efficiencies method for CGH computation of 3D objects.
To confirm the feasibility of such analytical method, a slanted triangle, whose orthogonal projection size is about 40mm by 22mm, is calculated and optical reconstructed. The front vertex is in 800mm from the hologram, and the rear right-angle edge lies in 1100mm. The far-field condition is not satisfied. The experimental set-up is the same as Fig. 1(a) . Results are shown in Fig. 3 (a), (b) . It can be seen that when we focus on the front part of the slanted triangle, the front vertex is very clear and the rear part is blurred (Fig. 3(a) ). While the rear edge is focused, it becomes very sharp and the front vertex is vague (Fig. 3(b) ). This experiment shows that our analytical method for slanted plane object works correctly. A 3D scene, consisting of two teapots with size of 40mm by 23mm, is also calculated and optical reconstructed, as shown in Fig. 3 (c) and (d). These two teapots are located at distances of 800mm and 1100mm from the hologram respectively, where the far-field condition is also not satisfied. It can be seen that the basic-triangle tiling diffuser of 3D object supplies a continuous and smooth surface, which performs a good solid effect. When the front fat teapot is focused (Fig.3(c) ), it becomes clear and the rear slim teapot turns to vague, and vice versa (Fig. 3(d) ). This defocus effect gives an impressive depth sensation and strong 3D feeling. The modified Lambert brightness technique adds to the vivid impression of surface curvature, which also enhances the 3D feeling.
